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Women’s Development Organization (IIDA)

IIDA is a non-profit organization that was founded in 1991 in Mogadishu by a group of Somali women leaders to promote women’s political, economic and social rights. IIDA formulates women-led programs that are geared towards making a lasting impression on the lives of Somali women both at home and in the Diaspora. Its mission is to promote peace and work towards non-violent means of conflict resolution, to foster and ensure the integration of Somali women in all sectors of their society, to promote education for women and the youth, to enhance women's economic self-sustenance and improve women's health. IIDA is the largest grassroots movement in Somalia. It is able to resourcefully and successfully penetrate the grassroots, even in times when international organizations are unable to do so due to security concerns.

Legal Action Worldwide

LAW is an independent, non-profit organisation comprised of a network and think tank of prominent human rights lawyers and advisors. It provides innovative legal assistance to the least represented people, especially women and children, in fragile and conflict-affected states. LAW mobilises domestic, regional and global legal expertise to improve access to justice and obtain redress for people suffering from human rights violations and abuses.

Our main objectives are:

- Improving Access to Justice & Obtaining Legal Redress
- Increasing Legal Responsibility and Accountability
- Reforming Legislation, Policy and Practice

Our four main pillars of activities are:

A) Think Tank: LAW is comprised of a network and think tank of prominent human rights lawyers and advisors from the Middle East, Africa, Europe, America and South America who advise on the development of innovative legal strategies aimed at effecting legal change.

B) Legal Assistance and Empowerment: LAW works with existing grassroots networks and government institutions to increase rights awareness and knowledge of the availability of legal avenues for redress

C) Strategic casework: A successful civil or criminal case or complaint can establish important legal precedents or effect changes in domestic and global legislation and policy.

D) Legal advocacy: LAW advocates domestically, regionally and internationally for change in laws, policies and practices through high level panel discussions, bilateral consultations and the use of social media.

For more information on LAW see our website at http://legalactionworldwide.org
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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The progress of creating a Somali state has been long and particularly difficult for women. On 20 August 2012 the Somali parliament held its inaugural session as the first internationally recognised central government in Somalia in 21 years, after eight years of transitional government. In the same month, 275 MPs were elected by elders to the parliament, including 38 women. The new constitutional system provides a rare opportunity to change the country’s direction in the field of women’s rights.

‘A New Deal for Somalia’ conference, co-chaired by the Somali Federal Government and the European Union (EU), was held in Brussels on 16 September 2013. At the conference, government and civil society representatives from all regions of Somalia adopted a ‘New Deal Compact’, which establishes a framework for the country’s reconstruction and reconciliation. The Compact highlights the important role of Somali women in the peace and state building process, and contains numerous commitments to protecting women’s rights. This Guide aims to assist the Somali Parliament in realising the aspirations in the New Deal Compact. It provides recommendations which will enable MPs to begin the process of developing legal, governmental and social institutions to embrace principles of gender equality and commit to the practical realisation of all rights for all Somali citizens.

Somali women face many of the same challenges as women have in other conflict and post-conflict societies. This Guide looks at the experiences of five other African and Muslim countries: Djibouti, Kenya, Rwanda, South Africa and Malaysia. The experiences of these countries provide insight into how African and Muslim-majority countries have approached issues of customary law, Sharia law and women’s rights in the context of post-conflict situations, political transitions and/or international and domestic pressure for change. Each of these states have made positive developments in the realm of women’s rights, though all continue to experience setbacks and challenges. We outline the primary obstacles to progress still experienced by these countries and discuss where and how these challenges have been handled effectively.

Key Strategies Learned From Other Contexts

Some countries have responded to the challenge of protecting and promoting women’s more effectively than others. In the context of African and Islamic societies, four key strategies have emerged as providing the most effective support to protecting the rights of women:

1. **Women’s groups across all sectors**: Advances in all of the countries examined are in a large part attributable to be the strength and persuasive power of their women’s organisations. They are most effective when there is cooperation between women within CSOs (civil society organisations) and the government.

---

1 It is recognised that several prominent Muslim countries were not included in this guide. A full list of reasons for the exclusion of these countries and a discussion of relevant issues from the Afghan and Egyptian contexts is included in Annex VII. In brief: Afghanistan has not been effective in enforcing women’s rights and various Bills limiting the rights of women have been allowed to pass into law; Egypt’s constitution is still in its draft stages and currently contains no provisions safeguarding women’s equality; and Tunisia’s constitution is also in draft form and debates about whether it will be secular or religiously based are ongoing.
2. **Quota systems**: It is generally agreed that for women’s voices to be both heard and listened to in male-dominated institutions, they require a “critical mass” of about 30%. Quotas establish a culture of women in leadership more quickly and effectively than waiting for one to develop naturally from a strongly patriarchal society.

3. **Gender responsive budgeting**: Programmes need to be properly resourced rather than simply statements of policy or a passage of law without further action. Countries that effectively assess the budgets of all departments for their responsiveness to gender issues, such as Rwanda, are progressing faster than countries that do not do this in practice, such as South Africa.

4. **Implementation of gender equality in Sharia law**: Women benefit from the appointment of females as judges in Islamic courts and from attempts to streamline an interpretation of Sharia rules with principles of gender equality.

**Recommendations for Somalia**

This Guide highlights **four** areas for Somali MPs to focus their attention on for the realisation of women’s rights:

1. **Constitution Amendments**: The Guide makes **seven** recommendations for amendments to be made to the constitution. They are: gender quotas, the insertion of rights that address specific gender issues, provisions on the interpretation of rights, onus placed on the State to provide certain rights, provisions on the relationship of the constitution with customary law, provisions on the relationship of the constitution with Sharia law, provisions on the relationship of the constitution with international law, the establishment of a Gender Commission and the implementation of gender equality within the truth and reconciliation process. The Guide provides a simple and clear explanation of how to pass constitutional amendments.

2. **International instruments to ratify**: The Somali executive should ratify the Convention on the Rights of the Child, and accede to the UN Convention for the Elimination of all forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW), the Protocol to the African Charter on Human and People’s Rights on the Rights of Women in Africa (Maputo Protocol) and the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court. It should also implement a National Action Plan (NAP) on Resolution 1325, relating to the role of women in conflict management, conflict resolution, and sustainable peace.

3. **Legislation and policies should be developed** for the protection and empowerment of women.

---

2 This number was the UN Economic and Social Council international target for 2005 and was endorsed in the United Nations Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action.

3 Including reduction in female poverty rates in Rwanda and increased access to education in Kenya.

• Laws to develop, in order of feasibility are: Sexual Offences Act, Workplace Equality Act, Land Inheritance Act, Protection against Domestic Violence Act.
• The Somali National Gender Policy currently being developed should include: a National Action Plan for the implementation of Resolution 1325, a Gender-Based Violence policy, a Gender Mainstreaming and Institutional Capacity Development Program, and an Economic Empowerment Policy, which includes a focus on empowering the most vulnerable, including women.

4. Developing the capacity of women’s organisations in conjunction with CSOs and international development partners is very important.

Somali MPs can learn from the experiences of these nations in pushing for reform. None of the examined societies changed instantaneously and all continue to face obstacles in the progression towards true gender equality. However, all have begun the gradual progression towards lasting change. It is a critical time for Somalia, and the right time to push for legislative, constitutional and policy change that will allow all rights of all Somali women to be realised.

Antonia Mulvey
Executive Director, Legal Action Worldwide (LAW)

Note: At the time this report was written, the line Ministry was the Ministry of Development and Social Affairs. A new Ministry of Women and Human Rights Development was established in early 2014 and is now responsible for issues relating to the protection and empowerment of women. This Ministry has made significant progress in developing laws and policies for the advancement of women which are not included in this report. Further, it is now suggested that legislation and amendments are introduced to Parliament by the Minister of Women and Human Rights Development, rather than the deputy Minister of Justice as suggested in this report.
PART I: Gender and the Somali Legal Framework

2. THE SOMALI CONTEXT

2.1 Commitment to Gender Equality
The new Somali Federal Government has repeatedly committed itself to the attainment of gender equality and the empowerment of women.\(^5\) In September 2013, a “New Deal Compact” was designed through a consultative process with Somali MPs, regional administrations, civil society, women’s groups and international development partners. The compact incorporates prior commitments and policies of the Somali government, and was described by President Hassan Sheikh Mohamud as ‘Somali led and Somali owned.’\(^6\) This compact includes numerous commitments to the recognition, protection and promotion of women’s rights, as well as the important place of women in political and social life. It seeks to address the contributing factors to gender inequality through strategic priorities, including emphasis on improved political participation, access to justice and protection from sexual and gender based violence (SGBV), economic empowerment, and access to basic services such as health and education.\(^7\) The compact also recognises that respect for women’s rights is critical to national healing and rebuilding, and that women, as 52% of the Somali population, play an essential role in the reconciliation and peace-building process. The protection and promotion of women is therefore not a peripheral issue, but an essential prerequisite to the reconstruction of the Somali state.

2.2 Somali Legal Framework

Somalia has a limited number of protections for women under its domestic law and is a signatory to a handful of international conventions which guarantee certain rights for women. In practice, however, these protections and freedoms are generally not enforced.

2.2.1 Domestic Law

Somalia’s legal system is a combination of civil law, customary law (Xeer) and Sharia law. The codified law is an amalgamation of British common law and Italian civil law. Currently, it does not provide a


\(^6\) H. Mohamud, speech made at the New Deal for Somalia Conference, 16 September 2013.

comprehensive legal framework and has historically been inadequately enforced. The limited legislative protections for women that do exist are mainly contained in the following legislation:

- **The Family Code 1975**
  The Family Code provides some protections for women, including providing equal inheritance rights, setting the marriageable age at 18 (though women can marry at 16 with parental consent), and requiring court authorisation for men to take more than one wife. However, it also stipulates that men head the family and the wife is obliged to follow her husband. Further, the provisions on equal inheritance rights were seen many actors as contradicting Sharia law and as such the legislation has been rarely used.

- **Penal Code 1963**
  Rape is included as an ‘unnatural offence’ under a section on ‘Crimes against Morals and Decency’ in the Penal Code. The majority of other sexual offences, including sexual assault, sexual offences relating to children and gang rape are not dealt with under the Penal Code. There is no guidance in the legislation on burden of proof, admissibility and evaluation of evidence or what may be considered aggravating factors. Laws against “hurt” in the Penal Code, which could theoretically apply to female genital mutilation (FGM), are not applied in this way in practice.9

- **The Civil Code 1973**
  The Civil Code gives women the right to independently own and control their own property.

In August 2012, the new Somali government initiated a judicial reform process to pave the way for the re-establishment of independent courts. The government is also mandated to pass new legislation in order to develop a comprehensive formal legal code. Unfortunately, from 2012 until the time this report was written, no new legislation had been passed. This is predominantly due to a lack of legislative drafting capacity within the government, as well as uncertainty relating to which governmental body has responsibility for drafting the laws. The low technical quality of the laws that have been put before Parliament has forced the passing of numerous Bills to be postponed.

One of the Bills currently being developed is aimed at protecting women’s rights in areas

---


---

11 Peter Cross, Law Enforcement Project Manager, UNDP Somalia, GBV working group meeting, 12 August 2013.
of education, access to health services and participation in government. The director-general of the women’s department in the Ministry of Development and Social Affairs has stated that the Bill is due to be passed in September 2013. No Bill which extensively criminalises sexual offences has been drafted. In one of the first court cases prosecuted by the new Attorney General’s office, a woman who alleged she had been raped by men in police uniform and a journalist who interviewed her were sentenced to a year in prison for insulting the state. Both convictions were overturned upon appeal.

It is unclear on the information available whether there have been any successful prosecutions for rape in civil courts since the appointment of the new government. There have been five prosecutions for rape by military tribunals in the same timeframe; four in November, which resulted in five year jail sentences, and one in January, which resulted in the execution of the perpetrator. The January execution follows a statement made by President Hassan Sheikh in December acknowledging the rise in reported rapes and announcing that security personnel involved in the commission of such crimes would receive the death penalty.

Women currently hold 38 of the 275 seats in Parliament, which is just under half the 30% quota specified in the Garowe II Principles. There are currently no female judges in Somalia, and studies indicate that many women view the formal legal system as male-dominated and untrustworthy. However, there are six legal aid providers in South Central Somalia which assist with the provision of legal aid for women wishing to bring a case to the formal courts: Association of Somali Women Lawyers, Coalition of Grassroots Women Organisations, Save Somali Women and Children, the Somali Women’s Development Centre, the Elman Centre and the Somali Bar Association. There are also other groups which focus on providing women with information, advice and protection in the areas of SGBV and reproductive health, including IIDA, We Are Women Activists (WAWA), Ilsan Women Coalition, Women Lawyers, Somali Family and Child Care Organization (SFCC), Peace and Human Rights Network (PHRN), Djiro, the Female Paramedical Association (FEPMA) and

13 Ibid.
15 Peter Cross, Civilian Police Project Manager, UNDP Somalia stated on 12 August at a GBV working group meeting that there has not. However, according to other sources there may have been a handful successful prosecutions in recent years.
17 Tahlil Ahmed, Judiciary Advisor, UNDP Somalia
18 Above n 16, p 37
20 There was previously at least one female judge in South-Central Somalia, but she is now a lawyer. There is also a female deputy Prosecutor in Somaliiland: Interview with Simone Boneschi, Area Project Manager, Access to Justice, Governance & Rule of Law Programme, UNDP, 28 October 2013.
many other organisations scattered across the regions.

2.2.2 Sharia Law

Compatibility with the principles of Islamic legal jurisprudence is essential for all laws in Somalia. The Somali constitution adopted in 1960 and the current provisional constitution both specify that Islamic doctrines shall be the main source of the state’s legislation. Sharia therefore influences all systems of law, although there are few instances of Sharia law being directly administered by Islamic courts.

The Quran and Sunnah, the primary sources of Sharia law, contain numerous pronouncements of women’s rights and freedoms. At the time of the birth of the Prophet Mohammad (PBUH) in 7th century Arabia, women had limited recognised rights. For example, women were regarded as property of their husbands, could not inherit land, and unwanted baby girls were sometimes buried alive. The Quran condemns female infanticide and explicitly protects women’s inheritance rights.

Numerous verses of the Quran affirm that all people are equal, and the expressions 'believing men and women' and ‘Muslim men and women’ are used frequently throughout the scripture to emphasis the equality of the sexes. Part of the legacy of the Prophet Mohammad and the advent of Islam was the introduction of explicit rights and protections for women.

Some laws and practices currently observed in Somalia are incompatible with Sharia principles regarding respect for women. This includes customs that have been erroneously justified on a religious basis, such as female circumcision and other serious curtailments of women’s rights and freedoms.

2.2.3 International Law

Somalia has ratified a handful of international instruments, including the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) and its First Optional Protocol, the International Covenant of Economic Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR) and the Convention Against Torture (CAT). Each of these instruments was signed by the Barre government in 1990 although they have not been incorporated into domestic law.

The ICCPR and the ICESCR contain a comprehensive list of civil, political, economic and social rights and include protections for the rights of women. The ratification of these treaties by Somalia

22 Quran 81:8-9
23 Quran 4:7: Unto men (of the family) belongs a share of that which Parents and near kindred leave, and unto women a share of that which parents and near kindred leave, whether it be a little or much - a determinate share
24 Eg Quran 3:195: Their Lord responded to them: "I never fail to reward any worker among you for any work you do, be you male or female - you are equal to one another.”; 4:124: As for those who lead a righteous life, male or female, while believing, they enter Paradise; without the slightest injustice; 49:13: Oh mankind, we created you from a single (pair) of a male and a female and made you into nationals and tribes, that you may know each other’.

25 Eg Qur'an 33:35: For Muslim men and women and for believing men and women, for devout men and women, for true men and women, for men and women who are patient and constant, for men and women who humble themselves, for men and women who give in charity, for men and women who fast (and deny themselves), for men and women who guard their chastity, and for men and women who engage much in Allah's praise, for them has Allah prepared forgiveness and great reward.
means they are legally bound by them. The ratification of the ICCPR First Optional Protocol gives Somalis the right to make individual complaints to the UN Human Rights Committee if they feel their rights under the Convention have been violated by the Somali government. Somalia is also bound by the Convention Against Torture (CAT). The Committee on the CAT considers violence against women, including rape, sexual abuse, forced marriage and FGM to be within its remit. Somalia has not, however, signed the Optional Protocol to CAT, which establishes an international inspection regime.

The Transitional Federal Government signed the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC) in 2002, and in 2011 reported that it was considering ratifying both the CRC and the Convention of the Elimination of all forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW). Signing the CRC means that Somalia is not legally bound by the Convention but it does have an obligation to desist from any acts which would defeat its objective and purpose. The CRC provides for rights of children against violence and maltreatment and to healthcare and education. It also stipulates that both parents have equal responsibility for their children. CEDAW, which Somalia has not signed, contains comprehensive rights and freedoms for women in political, economic, social and cultural fields. Somalia also has not signed the Rome Statute, which would subject it to the jurisdiction of the International Criminal Court. The Rome Statute contains significant provisions regarding the perpetration of gender crimes. Articles 7 and 8, defining war crimes and crimes against humanity, contain a subparagraph listing a broad spectrum of gender-specific crimes including rape and any other form of sexual violence. The Statute also criminalises persecution against group on grounds including gender, and defines ‘enslavement’ as the exercise of any power attaching to the right of ownership over a person, and in particular women and children.

---


28 Arts 7(1)(g) and 7(1)(h).
Somalia has ratified the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights, and has signed but not ratified the Maputo Protocol on the Rights of Women in Africa, which guarantees protections including the rights to political representation, social equality, and reproductive health, and which commits to the abolition of FGM.

On 31 October 2000, the Security Council unanimously passed Resolution 1325, which addresses both the inordinate impact of war on women and the pivotal role women should and do play in conflict resolution and peace building. Resolution 1325 has four pillars: the participation of women in leadership and conflict resolution; the protection of women and girls from SGBV; the prevention of violence against women; and relief and recovery measures that respond to conflict situations through a gendered lens.

The Security Council has called on all governments to formally support the Resolution and to enact a NAP that supports its vision. As well as taking these actions, the Somali government may also support and enact policies that implement Resolutions 1820, 1888, 1889 and 1960, which identify concrete areas and additional obligations for the implementation of Resolution 1325.

2.3 Provisional Constitution

On 20 August 2012 a new internationally backed government was sworn in at Mogadishu airport, adopting the country’s first provisional constitution in more than half a century. The next section will provide an outline to the articles referencing women’s rights and a legal analysis of the constitution.

The table below highlights the main provisions within Somalia’s provisional constitution which will affect the rights of women. For a list of these provisions in full, see Annex I.

---


30 Ibid.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specific References to Women/Gender Rights</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Art 5- Founding Principles</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Article 10- Dignity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Art 11- Equality</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Art 15- Liberty and Security</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Art 24- Labour Relations</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Art 27- Economic and Social Rights</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Art 28- Family Care</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Role of Islam</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>General Rights</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art 26- Property</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art 27- Socio-Economic rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art 30- Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art 32- Access to Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art 33- Admin Decisions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art 34- Legal Decisions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art 39- Human Rights Violations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Independent Commissions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Art 11B- Human Rights Commission</th>
<th>Human Rights Commission, tasked with: (a) Promoting respect for human rights, (b) promoting the development and attainment of rights; and (c) monitoring and assessing the conduct of human rights</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Art 11D- Parliamentary Service Commission</td>
<td>(1) Parliament shall establish a Parliamentary Service Commission; (2) consisting of: (a) The Speaker of the House; (b) The Speaker of the Upper House; 4 other others from the House (at least 2 women), and 2 from the supper house (and least 2 women).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art 111J- Ombudsman</td>
<td>The Ombudsman shall: (a) Investigate complaints of rights violations, abuse of power, unfair behaviour, etc by representatives of government.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 2.3.1 Implications of the Constitution for Women’s Rights

The new constitution contemplates progressive protections of women’s rights in both social and political spheres, though there is little guidance as to how to ensure their enforcement. The constitution:

- Bans the practice of FGM;\(^{31}\)
- Allows for abortion in the case of necessity;\(^{32}\)
- Recognises equal rights in the workplace;\(^{33}\)
- Prohibits violence against women prohibited;\(^{34}\)
- Specifies that marriages must be consented to by both males and females\(^{35}\)
- Prohibits child marriage.\(^{36}\)

The constitution also states in Article 2 that all legislation must be ‘compliant with the general principles and objectives of Sharia law.’ This does not suggest that legislation must implement all of the legal rules found in the Quran and other Islamic jurisprudence, but that it must be generally aligned with its principles and aims. The implementation of Sharia law in Kenya, Malaysia and Djibouti is discussed further below, along with recommendations on the most effective strategies from these nations for promoting women’s rights and equality.

\(^{31}\) The Federal Republic of Somalia, Provisional Constitution August 2012, Article 15 (4).
\(^{32}\) Ibid, Article 15 (5).
\(^{33}\) Ibid, Article 24 (5).
\(^{34}\) Ibid, Article 15 (2).
\(^{35}\) Ibid, Article 28 (5).
\(^{36}\) Ibid, Article 28 (5).
empowerment within a Sharia law framework.

2.3.2 Implementation to Date

The provisional constitution is currently in force as the provisional constitution of Somalia. In May 2013 the government set up a Draft Constitution Technical Review Committee. The committee includes only two lawyers, one of whom is a woman. Its other members do not have legal training. At the Vision 2016 conference, convened by President Hassan Sheikh Mohamud and held from 2-6 September 2013, the delegates acknowledged that the government was behind on milestones related to the review and implementation of the constitution. The Conference recommended the establishment of the constitutionally mandated Constitution Review and Implementation Commission within 60 days, and the establishment of the constitutionally mandated Constitutional Court and ‘all other institutions necessary to review and implement the Constitution’ within 90 days.\(^{37}\) By October 2013, however, no bodies had been established to review the Constitution or assess its implementation.

---

PART II: Comparable Jurisdictions

3. BEST PRACTICES AND LESSONS LEARNT FROM POST CONFLICT AND COMPARABLE SOCIETIES

The section below examines five Muslim and/or African countries for the purposes of comparison with Somalia: Djibouti, Kenya, Rwanda, South Africa and Malaysia.

Rwanda and South Africa have constitutions borne out of the resolution of conflict and the transition to a new era of government. The protections in place for women’s rights within each constitution were vociferously fought for by well-organised and passionate women’s groups in both countries. These countries now have constitutions with some of the strongest protections for women in the world, and boast above average representation of women in Parliament. The relationship of each system with customary law and the reconciliation mechanisms put in place to address the legacies of genocide and apartheid are also addressed.

Kenya’s constitution was the result of thirteen years of drafting. Its Bill of Rights and enshrined protections for women are some of the strongest in the world. Again, such protections were fiercely fought for by women’s organisations and female politicians within the country. Kenya’s Khadi courts also provide some guidance on how to marry the principles of Sharia with the rights of women, although this example is limited to personal status and family law in the Kenyan context.

Djibouti is geographically, culturally and religiously comparable to Somalia. Though its constitution is not the result of a long struggle or the end of a war, the country provides significant protections for women that overcome entrenched cultural and religious attitudes similar to those experienced in Somalia. It also provides some guidance in terms of how to best incorporate customary and Islamic practices into a system that provides adequate protections for women.

Malaysia, like Somalia, is a Muslim majority country in which Sharia law is widely practiced. While several positive developments have been made in Malaysia, it is also notable for failures in regards to the protection of women, that Somalia should be careful to avoid.

Annex VII provides a list of Muslim-majority countries that were considered but were ultimately considered unsuitable for this guide.

3.1 Djibouti

- Non-discrimination as a core constitutional provision
- Legislative quota system to ensure female representation in government bodies
- Numerous policies for the promotion
Women have historically been marginalised in Djibouti. However, many international observers and NGOs have in recent years reacted positively to the progress the country has made. 38

**Constitutional protections of women’s rights**

Despite experiencing a civil war from 1991 to 2000, Djibouti currently functions under substantially the same Constitution that was adopted by popular referendum in 1992. 39 The constitution is not comprehensive in its protection of human rights, but does specify that all people are equal and incorporates ratified international treaties into domestic law. However, most of Djibouti’s achievements in the area of gender equality have occurred within a political rather than constitutional framework.

**Activism of women’s groups**

There is a close connection between government and CSOs in Djibouti. Given the country’s small political and NGO community, there is often significant overlap between female leaders in civil society and female politicians. Djibouti’s First Lady, for example, is also very active as the President of the National Union of Djiboutian Women (UNFD), the country’s pre-eminent women’s organisation. 40 While this prevents CSOs from acting as an independent check on the government, it also means that NGOs wield significant leverage over those in power which, to date, has resulted in advances for the rights of women. 41 The UNFD has benefited from working closely with the Ministry for the Advancement of Women, Family Welfare and Social Affairs (MPF) on issues such as domestic violence and female genital mutilation (FGM). In 2007, for example, the MPF provided the UNFD with funding to set up a counselling service for victims of SGBV.

**Domestic laws and policies for the protection and empowerment of women**

In 2002, a law was passed establishing a minimum 10% quota for women in elected legislative and executive positions. 42 At that point, there were no female parliamentarians. In 2008, the President signed a decree further requiring women to hold at least 20% of all high-level public services positions. 43 Currently, women hold 14% of seats in Parliament, two positions in the 21 member cabinet, and 29 appointments as judges. 44 The increased representation of women in government led to the establishment of the MPF as a fully-fledged ministry in 2008. The MPF is currently developing a National Gender Policy and assisting in the implementation of the National Strategy for the Integration of Women in Development.

---


43 Above n 42, p 15

44 Above n 43, p 3; The President of the Supreme Court is also a woman: Above n 42, p 11.
In recent years, the Djiboutian Parliament has passed laws which:

- Provide for equal nationality rights between the genders.
- Impose large sentences for rape (although spousal rape is not criminalised).
- Provide access to healthcare, including reproductive healthcare.
- Provide for punishments of five years in prison and fines over $5500 for conducting FGM; provide for imprisonment of one year and fines over $500 for failing to report completed or planned FGM to the authorities; and allow NGOs to file charges on behalf of victims.\(^{45}\)
- Codifies a version of Sharia law that limits discrimination against women, for example, by prohibiting the practice of repudiation (whereby the man may divorce his wife without the involvement of a court), setting the marriageable age for both genders at 18 (unless parental consent is given), and imposing robust conditions on men wishing to take a second wife.

However, the Family Code retains some discriminatory practices. It states that a wife must provide evidence to initiate a divorce, allows for the continuation of discriminatory practices in regards to inheritance and allows polygamy in certain circumstances.

### Influence of customary and Islamic law

The Djiboutian Constitution names Islam as the ‘sole state religion’ in Article 1. It does not specifically mention customary or Sharia law. In practice, however, the Djiboutian legal system is a combination of French civil law and customary practices based on Sharia law. Prior to 2002, Djibouti had separate Special Courts which applied Sharia law in personal and family matters for Muslims.\(^{46}\)

In 2002, personal status tribunals were established, presided over by judges with special expertise in both civil and Islamic personal status law.

There has also been some attempts to codify personal and family laws, for example in the Family Code (2002), which attempts to marry principles of civil and Islamic law in matters of marriage, divorce and inheritance. Laws on these issues and other personal status matters have been progressively altered in recent years to provide for an expansion of women’s rights.

Djibouti allows for and in practice has several female judges, who interpret both civil and Islamic laws, giving women enhanced influence within the Sharia legal system.\(^{47}\)

According to the Djibouti 2009 CEDAW report, in that year there were 29 female judges, including both sharia and civil judges, in Djibouti’s justice system.\(^{48}\)

---

\(^{45}\) Above n 42, p 15


3.2 Kenya

Kenyan women have historically been poorer, less educated, less represented in positions of power and generally less respected than their male counterparts. According to the Hon. Njoki Ndungu, a judge on the Supreme Court of Kenya and a former MP, Kenya has ‘one of the most paternalistic parliaments in the African region’, creating a political environment ‘not conducive to any advocacy or lobbying on issues of women’s emancipation.’

New Constitution and protection of women’s rights

The Kenyan constitution is extremely comprehensive in terms of the protections it affords women. It establishes a 30% quota system and requires the Parliament to pass laws for the protection of women. The Bill of Rights in Chapter Four contains three generations of rights- civil and political; economic, social and cultural; and environmental. The constitution contains clauses that specifically respond to a large range of women’s issues. For example:

- **Article 29** provides the basis for a prohibition of GBV, Article 40 prevents discriminatory land ownership practices;
- **Article 44** safeguards against the customary practice in which men may inherit the wives of deceased relatives;
- **Article 53** addresses with the historical situation in which the mother bears responsibility for a child born out of wedlock;
- **Article 68** protects widow’s property rights;
- **Article 73** addresses discrimination and sexual harassment. Finally, the constitution provides for a specific organ to deal with gender issues, as well as more generalised human rights bodies.

A full list of constitutional provisions relevant to women is included in Annex II.

Women’s activism in Constitutional drafting process

After thirteen years of attempts to create a new constitution, one failed referendum and the 2007 election violence, the Parliament passed a new legal framework for achieving a new constitution in 2008. In the face of significant opposition, women’s groups...
campaigned vociferously for inclusion of their rights in the final document. In doing so, three tactics were particularly successful:

1. Forming alliances with influential interest groups in other sectors;\(^{53}\)
2. Lobbying female MPs directly;
3. Using every possible communication method to educate and mobilise the public.\(^{54}\)

The final constitution contained most of the protections fought for by women, although some feminist groups objected to its prohibition of abortion and qualification of the equality clause for Muslims submitting to Sharia law.

**Domestic laws and policies for the protection and empowerment of women**

The Kenyan Parliament has passed legislation which:

- Comprehensively criminalises sexual offences;\(^{55}\)
- Prohibits discrimination on the basis that someone has HIV;\(^{56}\)
- Prohibits FGM.\(^{57}\)

Numerous policies are also currently in place to achieve gender equality.\(^{58}\) Since the passing of the new constitution, these policies have been accompanied by significant increases of funding in areas in which women are particularly vulnerable, such as education and agricultural employment.\(^{59}\)

Women activists have expressed anger, however, at the number of Bills containing gender equality measures that have been tabled in Parliament for years without being enacted. These include the Constitution of Kenya (Amendment) Bill 2011, which aims to provide a workable mechanism for the quota system\(^{60}\) and the Protection Against Domestic Violence Bill 2012. The Domestic Violence Bill has been in front of the Parliament in some form for six years but has not been seen as a priority.\(^{61}\) At the 2013 elections, women won 87 of the 416 seats, or about one fifth; far short of that envisioned by the constitution.

\(^{53}\) Eg, The Federation of Women’s Lawyers (FIDA)-the leading women’s rights organisation in Kenya-formed strong alliances with other groups affected by the omissions, including the Reproductive Health Rights Alliance, the Kenyan Section of the International Commission of Jurists, and the Katiba Sasa! (Constitution Now!) campaign.

\(^{54}\) The young women’s advocacy group Warembo ni Yes, for example, used both new technologies like text messaging and social media as well as traditional methods like community forums to reach their younger constituency: above n 53, p 76.


Influence of customary and Islamic laws

The constitution implicitly protects customary law. However, Article 2(4) provides that any customary law that is inconsistent with the constitution shall be considered void, and Article 60(1)(f) specifies that land in Kenya is to be managed in a way that eliminates gender discrimination in customs and practices relating to property.

While Article 24(4) places limitations on the equality clause to facilitate the application of Sharia law, it makes no reference to customary law.

Section 170 of the constitution protects the jurisdiction of Kenya’s Islamic Khadi courts in the areas of personal status, marriage, divorce and inheritance. Subsection 5 specifies that for a matter to be heard in these courts, both parties must be Muslim, and both must accept the court’s jurisdiction to hear their claim. The constitution upholds the supremacy of the country’s secular courts over the Khadi system. In 2011, the Chief Justice announced his decision to allow women to be magistrates in Khadi courts.

A 2012 decision of the Kenyan Supreme Court provides an example of the manner in which the country’s judiciary is attempting to streamline Sharia law with Kenya’s strong constitutional guarantees of equality in the areas of land rights and inheritance. The Court upheld the right of a childless Muslim widow to inherit her late husband’s land, despite a provision of Sharia law stating her share of the land should be limited to one quarter. While the constitution qualifies the equality provision with regards to the application of Sharia law, its section on land, which is external to the Bill of Rights, is clear that discriminatory customs related to land must be abolished. The court also held that the Quran had an inbuilt sense of justice.

Truth and Reconciliation

The Truth, Justice and Reconciliation Commission (TJRC) of Kenya was established in response to the post-election violence of 2007 and 2008, and was mandated to respond to all human rights abuses from Kenya’s independence on 12 December 1963 until the time of the Commission’s creation in February 2008. The TJRC held a special hearing on women’s issues, which allowed survivors of abuse to come together with government representatives, CSOs, medical professionals, law enforcement personnel and other stakeholders to share knowledge and best practices on human rights abuses against women. This recognition that women have historically suffered different types of human rights violations, including SGBV, was important both to the reconciliation process and to discussions about prevention of further abuses. The TJRC’s final report dedicated a separate volume to ‘the stories and narratives of groups of people that are provided special protection under domestic and international law because of a history of discrimination and oppression’, including women. The report makes numerous recommendations to the government regarding women’s rights, SGBV and children’s rights. The High Court is currently considering whether the

62 Kenyan Constitution, Art 169
government has a legal obligation to implement the report’s recommendations.\(^{67}\)

3.3 Rwanda

The 1994 Rwandan genocide is notable for the extent to which the perpetrators used rape, sexual torture and sexual mutilation against their victims, which included Tutsi and moderate Hutu women and successful female leaders.\(^{68}\) After the genocide, the majority of the surviving population were women, and female civil society played an enormous role in rebuilding the nation.\(^{69}\) The victorious Rwandan Patriotic Front (RPF), still the dominant party in Rwanda, regularly and publicly states its commitment to women in leadership.\(^{70}\)

New Constitution and protection of women’s rights

The Rwandan constitution evinces a strong commitment to women’s rights through its Preamble and Fundamental Principles. The substantive section of the constitution guarantees women ‘at least’ 30 percent of posts ‘in all decision-making organs’, and describes how to practically implement the quota. It guarantees extensive civil and political rights, and establishes bodies with specific mandates to focus on women, as well as a more generalised Human Rights Commission. A full list of constitutional provisions relevant to women is included in Annex IV.

Activism of women’s groups in the constitutional drafting process

There were three important groups involved in pushing for the inclusion of women’s rights in the 2003 Constitution:\(^{71}\)

---


\(^{68}\) The country’s first female Prime Minister, a moderate Hutu, was one of the first to be killed: Human Rights Watch, Shattered Lives: Sexual Violence During the Rwandan Genocide and its Aftermath, New York, Human Rights Watch, 1996; T. Longman, ‘Rwanda’s Paradox: Gender Equality or Emerging Authoritarianism?’ in Bauer, G. and


• The Ministry of Gender and Family Promotion

• The Forum of Women Parliamentarians (FFRP)
  - Established in 1996 as a cross-party caucus designed to work together on issues of common importance to women.

• Pro Femmes
  - Established in 1992, at which point it was the umbrella organisation for 13 women’s NGOs.

In the lead up to adopting the new Constitution, Pro-Femmes held consultations with NGOs and women at a grassroots level, and then brought those concerns to representatives from the FFRP and the then Ministry of Gender and Women in Development. This brought the civil sector, which had direct knowledge of the issues on the ground, together with representatives of both the legislative and executive arms of government.

The three groups jointly submitted a policy paper to the Constitutional Commission. Once the provisional constitution adequately reflected the policy paper, Pro Femmes campaigned for women to vote for the document in the referendum.

**Domestic laws and policies for the protection and empowerment of women**

The coordinating institution for women’s affairs is the Ministry of Gender and Family Promotion, under which several bodies operate, including:

• The Gender Monitoring Office is a constitutional body responsible for monitoring the implementation of gender equality strategies.\(^{74}\)

• The National Women’s Council is a constitutional body which coordinates the local women’s councils established throughout Rwanda after the genocide.\(^{75}\)
  - These women’s councils are elected at the most local level by the women in that community, and then from that pool were indirectly elected to the higher administrative levels, operating parallel to the local council and representing women’s concerns.\(^{76}\)

• The National Gender Cluster works on a macro level to allow the government, development partners, the private sector and civil society to meet and discuss the coordination of gender equality strategies.

• Gender Focal Points work at a micro level to streamline gender concerns within all government departments.\(^{77}\)

The overarching objectives guiding these bodies are contained in the government’s

\(^{72}\) Ibid, p 5.

\(^{73}\) Ibid, p 158


\(^{77}\) Above n 75.
National Gender Policy. Within the last decade, Rwanda has passed laws that:

- Guarantee women the same rights of succession as men.
- Ensure equal land access between the genders.
- Give women equal citizenship rights.
- Prohibit workplace discrimination.

The passage of many of these laws has only been assured after significant pressure from the FFRP.

Influence of customary law

The constitution places an obligation on the State to protect Rwanda’s customary legal systems. It also makes customary laws void to the extent that they contradict human rights. Nevertheless, it is common that the predominantly male community decision-makers are unaware of and unwilling to enforce constitutional and legislative protections for women. However, research has indicated that although it is unlikely that traditional structures will enforce the detail of legal provisions contained in statute law, they are likely to settle on a more gender-inclusive approach where decisions are made with input from the community women’s councils. A 2011 study by the International Development Law Organisation (IDLO) describes numerous examples of involvement by women’s council representatives in traditional dispute resolution procedures. These representatives actively took part in the efforts undertaken by the elders to resolve disputes and frequently took the lead in demanding attention for the interests of the women involved. The study found that the involvement of the women ‘enhance[d] the capacities of these institutions (and, thus, their communities) to bring more disputes to an… outcome accepted by both parties’.

Truth and Reconciliation

Rwanda has both justice and reconciliation processes in place to address the legacy of its genocide.

Justice process

Community gacaca trials of those suspected of genocide involvement tried over two million cases from 2005 to 2012.

Women represented 29% of gacaca judges. This is an important development, given that these posts were traditionally reserved for men.

Reconciliation process

The formal reconciliation process continues to be conducted by the National Unity and Reconciliation Commission. The major programs run by this body are Ingando, a

---

78 This policy targets poverty reduction, access to education, access to health, violence against women, economic empowerment and women in decision making as its major themes: Ibid.
79 Law on Matrimonial Regimes, Liberalities, and Successions
80 Land Organic Law N°08/2005
81 Organic Land Law N° 27/2001 and N° 30/2008
82 Law No 27/2010
83 R. Arnold, Gender-Based Violence: An Advocacy Guide for Grassroots Activists in Rwanda, Kigali, CARE Rwanda, 2011, p 1
84 Rwandan Constitution Art 145
86 Ibid, p 3
87 Written for the purpose of assessing their capacity building and empowerment program for traditional and women leaders: Ibid.
88 Ibid, p 70.
peace education program established in 1999, and Iyorero, a leadership academy established in 2007. These programs include a focus on the gendered nature of the genocide. However, the reconciliation process has generally been far less visible than justice process, and involved far fewer people. Activists suggest that gender and peace education should be integrated into the school system in order to reach larger numbers of young Rwandans.

3.4 South Africa

- Strong constitutional guarantees of women’s rights
- Comparatively high number of women in Parliament (38%)
- Numerous laws and policies for the protection and promotion of women
- Progressive judicial interpretation of women’s rights

South African women have been socially subordinate to men under both customary and colonial systems of the pre-independence era. In the struggle against apartheid, women’s groups and particularly the African National Congress’s Women’s League (ANCWL) emerged as a passionate and important force for change. During the dismantling of apartheid, women’s groups mobilised to ensure the protection of their rights under the new system.

New Constitution and protection of women’s rights

Non-sexism is included in South Africa’s Constitution as a ‘Fundamental Principle.’ Its Bill of Rights contains a comprehensive list of civil and political rights, a strong and substantive right to equality, and explicit protections for reproductive rights and bodily integrity. It also contains guarantees to economic, social and cultural rights, including land, health, food, water and welfare.

Unusually, it states that when courts are interpreting domestic legislation they must consider certain principles (including equality) and international law, and may consider foreign law.

A full list of constitutional provisions relevant to women is included in Annex V.

Women’s activism in the Constitutional drafting process

In 1992, the Women’s National Council (WNC) was established as an umbrella organisation, representing women’s groups across the racial divide, to coordinate the push to include women’s rights in the new

---

95 This is a testament to the negotiating skills of the women involved in the drafting process: S. Hassim, Women's Organizations and Democracy in South Africa: Contesting Authority, London, University of Wisconsin Press, 2006, p 155
The WNC organised educational and consultative programs with women across the country, and lobbied for numerous protections for women based on the concerns raised at these events. Many of the women involved in the WNC were also part of the ANC, which, by this time, was preparing itself to become the country’s government. The experience of the ANC with strong female leadership and the relentless campaigning of the women activists lead to the fulfilment of most of their demands.

**Domestic laws and policies for the protection and empowerment of women**

South Africa does not enforce a gender quota in its parliament or national executive. The dominant ANC party, however, voluntarily adopts a 50% quota for its candidate lists. Female representation in the South African government is currently 38%. Since independence, the South African parliament has attempted to establish national machinery that effectively implements gender equality policies on the ground. The main institutions in this machinery are:

- The Department of Women, Children, Youth and People with Disabilities
- The Commission for Gender Equality
- Gender Focal Units
- A Parliamentary Women’s Caucus
- A Gender Working Group for local governments.

Unfortunately, however, both the institutions and the policies they support lack funding. Despite the number of women in Parliament, there is a lack of political will to implement gender sensitive budgeting processes and to ensure the machinery functions effectively.

The South African Parliament has passed legislation that:

- Prohibits discrimination and establishes special “equality Courts”;
- Comprehensively criminalises sexual offences and establishes health and counselling services for victims;
- Broadens the definition of domestic violence and provides for the issuance of protection orders;
- Prohibits sexual harassment in the workplace;
- Establishes a grant-making system aimed at facilitating economic equality.

The South African Constitutional Court and Supreme Court of Appeal have also tended

---


103. Sexual Offences Act 2007

104. Domestic Violence Act 1998

105. Employment Equity Act 1999

to make progressive decisions in the areas of women’s rights.\textsuperscript{107}

In practice, however, women’s ability to access the rights guaranteed to them by progressive legislation is divided along socio-economic lines.\textsuperscript{108} Further, widespread sexual violence and SGBV remain enormous problems for South African women,\textsuperscript{109} with many activist groups arguing that the government is not invested in addressing these issues.\textsuperscript{110}

\begin{center}
\includegraphics[width=0.8\textwidth]{protestors_gather_outside_the_south_african_parliament_to_protest_the_high_incidence_of_rape_in_the_country}
\end{center}

\textbf{Influence of customary and Islamic Law}

The South African constitution specifies that courts must consider customary law where it applies. It also states that the application of customary law is subject to both the constitution and to domestic legislation. Section 8(1) unequivocally states that the constitutional Bill of Rights “applies to all laws”. The Constitutional Court has in recent years considered itself competent to develop the customary law in order for it to exist alongside rights to gender equality.\textsuperscript{111}

Section 15 of the constitution allows for Sharia law in ‘personal and family law’. Again, section 8(1) subjects any such laws to the Bill of Rights. To date, there has not been a formalisation of Sharia laws within South Africa, though the courts have recognised it on an ad hoc basis in regards to certain personal matters.\textsuperscript{112}

\textbf{Truth and Reconciliation}

South Africa’s Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC) was set up in 1995, and comprised of a Human Rights Violations Committee and an Amnesty Committee. Research indicates that there was significant value to giving the victims the opportunity to recount their experiences. The offering of amnesty in exchange for confessions, however, was less successful. Very few people who committed crimes in the name of apartheid came forward and of those who did, many did not apologise.\textsuperscript{113}

Feminist observers claim that the TRC did not go far enough in addressing the gendered nature of apartheid, whereby women were subjected to different kinds of human rights violations to men. The vast majority of the statements received by the Human Rights Violations Committee concerned abuses committed against males. Gender activists succeeded in setting up ad hoc ‘Special Hearings on Women’, but not in establishing

\begin{flushright}
\scriptsize
\textsuperscript{108} Ozoemena 2010.  
\textsuperscript{109} A national survey of 1000 women in 2002 found that two thirds of the participants had experienced abuse: Amnesty International, 2007, p 17.  
\end{flushright}
a permanent gender strategy for the Commission.114

3.5 Malaysia

- Constitution prohibits discrimination on the grounds of gender
- Constitutionally mandated framework of Sharia law that provides some protections for women, including through allowing the appointment of female Sharia judges
- Highly organised women’s groups
- Several laws and policies for the protection and promotion of women

Malaysia has undergone a period of rapid economic development in the last forty years, leading to dramatic increases in education rates amongst women and fast improvements in maternal and reproductive health.115 The improvements have not been matched by comparable increases in employment opportunities for women or female political representation, however, due to deeply entrenched cultural perceptions of the role of women and their unsuitability for formal employment or community leadership.

Enshrined rights in Constitution directly effecting women

Malaysia’s constitution explicitly protects against discrimination based on gender. However, the absence of detailed, comprehensive gender rights has been disadvantageous to Malaysia’s women.

Activism of Women’s Groups

Women’s groups form one of the most developed civil society networks in Malaysia.116 It is primarily a result of the activism of these groups that ‘gender’ was added as a category to the anti-discrimination clause in the constitution in 2001.117 These groups continue to push for gender equality across many fields in Malaysia, and have been successful in bringing about some of the policy and legislative changes described below. Unfortunately, patriarchal attitudes and entrenched gender stereotypes have made progress piecemeal and slow.

Domestic laws and policies for the protection and empowerment of women

The Ministry of Women, Family and Community Development (MWFCD) is the governmental institution tasked with the protection and empowerment of women. A Cabinet committee on gender equality was established in 2004 to provide policy direction and monitor the implementation of strategies for women’s development.118 Gender focal points have also been placed in various ministries in an attempt to include gender issues in policies across all sectors.119 Female representation in positions of power

115 In 1970, over 50% of Malaysians were estimated to live below the poverty line; today, that number is less than 5%.
has been slowly increasing, with women now comprising 10.4% of the House of Representatives and 25.7% of the Senate.\textsuperscript{120}

In terms of legislation, Malaysia has passed laws which:
- Vest both parties to a marriage with equal land rights;
- Broaden the definition of domestic violence;
- Increase penalties for rape;
- Prohibit sexual harassment in the workplace.\textsuperscript{121}

However, issues with these laws still remain. There is no domestic law comprehensively prohibiting discrimination based on gender,\textsuperscript{122} marital rape is still legal,\textsuperscript{123} and the Domestic Violence Act is rarely enforced.

**Influence of Sharia law**

The Malaysian constitution names Islam as the ‘religion of the Federation.’ It provides for the establishment of Sharia courts, which apply to all Muslims, and have exclusive jurisdiction over marriage, divorce, guardianship, maintenance, adoption, legitimacy, family law and succession.\textsuperscript{124} The constitution also gives Sharia courts jurisdiction over the ‘punishment of offences by persons professing the religion of Islam against the precepts of that religion’ in state matters, and limited jurisdiction over criminal law in federal matters.\textsuperscript{125} Some states enforce punishments of whipping for offences such as drinking alcohol, close proximity of men and women and non-attendance of Friday prayers.\textsuperscript{126} In practice, more women than men are whipped and sentenced under Sharia law, including victims of rape.\textsuperscript{127} While women’s groups in Malaysia have repeatedly attempted to bring cases challenging the manner in which Sharia personal and criminal laws discriminate against Muslim women, the Malaysian courts have to date been unwilling to adjudicate on such issues.\textsuperscript{128}

In 2010, after years of female activists complaining of bias against women by Sharia courts, Malaysia began appointing female Sharia judges. The move was applauded by women’s groups. However, Sharia courts are still dominated men and it is yet to be seen whether the limited presence of women has had a positive effect for female complainants on a whole.\textsuperscript{129}

\textsuperscript{120} Women’s Aid Organisation, ‘Malaysian NGOs Alternative Reporting- assessing the Government’s progress in implementing the UN CEDAW’, 2012, p 19.
\textsuperscript{121} Land Act; Domestic Violence Act; amendments to the Penal Code; CEDAW.
\textsuperscript{122} Above n 121, p 15.
\textsuperscript{123} Ibid, p 16.
\textsuperscript{124} Above n 118.
\textsuperscript{129} Above n 121, p 57.
4. STRATEGIES USED TO OVERCOME CHALLENGES TO GENDER EQUALITY

The experiences of Rwanda, Kenya, South Africa, Djibouti and Malaysia provide insight into how African and Muslim-majority countries have approached issues of customary law, Sharia law and women’s rights in the context of post-conflict situations, political transitions or international and domestic pressure for change. Each of these countries has made positive developments in the realm of women’s rights, though all continue to experience setbacks and challenges. The following section outlines the primary obstacles to progress still experienced by the examined countries, and discusses where and how these challenges have been addressed effectively. It concludes with recommendations for how Somalia’s new constitutional equality clause in the Kenyan and Malaysian constitutions and ongoing discriminatory practices justified on the basis of religion in Djibouti have the potential to render Muslim women in these countries vulnerable to abuse. It is therefore important that Somalia’s Sharia legal framework is used to protect women, rather than being used to their disadvantage.

4.1 Common Challenges

The biggest obstacles for the realisation of women’s rights in each of the countries analysed within this report significantly resemble those currently faced in Somalia and include: ongoing and extreme poverty, lack of education, sexual and gender based violence and entrenched patriarchal attitudes. The majority of women in each of the African countries discussed live in rural areas, where poverty levels are higher, education levels are lower, and communities have little regard for government policy changes. Further, the culture of impunity surrounding SGBV and sexual crimes indicates a fundamental disrespect for women that exists in all five countries. Finally, the prioritisation of Sharia law over the constitutional equality clause in the Kenyan and Malaysian constitutions and ongoing discriminatory practices justified on the basis of religion in Djibouti have the potential to render Muslim women in these countries vulnerable to abuse. It is therefore important that Somalia’s Sharia legal framework is used to protect women, rather than being used to their disadvantage.

4.2 Strategies Used to Promote Change

Some countries have responded to these challenges more effectively than others. In the context of African and Islamic societies, four key strategies have emerged as providing the most effective support to protecting the rights of women:

1. Women’s groups across all sectors;
2. Quota systems;
3. Gender responsive budgeting;

4.2.1 Women’s groups across all sectors

Advances in all of these countries are in a large part attributable to the strength and persuasive power of their women’s organisations. These organisations work most effectively when mechanisms are established for cooperation between women within civil society and the government. Gender based mechanisms that build on customary laws and practices, such as the Women’s Council in Rwanda, are also vitally important.

4.2.2 Quota systems

Experts generally agree that for women’s voices to be both heard and listened to in
male dominated institutions, they require a “critical mass”, generally judged to be about 30%. Quotas establish a culture of women in leadership more quickly and effectively than waiting for one to develop naturally from a strongly patriarchal society. It is obvious in each of the examined countries that very few advances for women were made until females were represented in government in significant numbers. An increase in female politicians also generally corresponds with a genuine political commitment within the government to advance the rights of women. In Rwanda, for example, women have benefited from a clear and oft-stated commitment to the cause of female empowerment by the ruling RPF party.

4.2.3 Gender responsive budgeting

The incremental successes of certain policies in each of these countries have occurred because they are properly resourced programs, rather than simply statements of policy or a passage of law without further action. Countries that effectively assess the budgets of all departments for their responsiveness to gender issues, such as Rwanda, are also progressing faster than countries that do not do this in practice, such as South Africa.

4.2.4 Implementation of gender equality in Sharia law

In countries where Sharia law is practiced, women benefit from the appointment of females as judges in Islamic courts, and from attempts to streamline an interpretation of Sharia rules with principles of gender equality. This may be achieved by codifying a gender-sensitive interpretation of Sharia law, sensitising qadis on provisions of internationally recognised women’s rights, subjecting the appointment of female qadis and judges to the 30% quota rule, and making official declarations regarding the compatibility of Sharia with respect for women.

Women are vastly disadvantaged in countries, like Malaysia, that do not take seriously constitutional guarantees of equality, or where the court system is reluctant to adjudicate on matters where constitutional rights clash with culturally prevalent principles of Islam.

---

This number was the UN Economic and Social Council international target for 2005 and was endorsed in the United Nations Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action.
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132 Including reduction in female poverty rates in Rwanda and increased access to education in Kenya.
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Part III: Recommendations

5. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR SOMALIA

The following section is divided into four parts:

1. Seven recommendations for amendments to be made to the current constitution.
   • An explanation of how to pass constitutional amendments is also included in the beginning of this section.

2. Recommendations regarding which international instruments to sign or ratify.

3. Suggestions as to legislation and policies that should be developed for the protection and empowerment of women, including:
   • Suggestions on how to increase the capacity of the Somali Parliament to draft legislation;
   • A list of laws to develop, in order of feasibility; and
   • A list of policies to develop, in order of feasibility.

4. Suggestions on how to develop the capacity of women’s organisations in conjunction with other CSOs and the UN.

5.1 Recommendations for Constitutional Provisions

The following section recommends amendments to be made to the constitution relating to the following seven issues:

1. Gender quotas;
2. Rights that address specific gender issues;
3. The interpretation of rights, including provisions on how to apply customary and Sharia law;
4. Onus on the State to provide certain rights;
5. Relationship of the constitution with international law;
6. The establishment of a Gender Commission; and
7. The implementation of gender equality within the truth and reconciliation process.

Before addressing each of these issues, it is necessary to review how a constitutional amendment can be made.

How can you amend the constitution?

1. Draft the constitutional provisions aimed at protecting women suggested below.
2. Insert these provisions into the full draft of the constitution, so that the entire document is together. Ensure that there is both an English and a Somali version of the document, and that these versions are identical.
3. Circulate the draft amongst women groups, CSOs and all MPs. Encourage them to formally support it.
- However, when the appropriate person is proposing amendments to Parliament, they should be proposed separately, to avoid the entire document being rejected.

4. Attach a report to each amendment justifying its inclusion in the constitution and identifying the individuals and groups who support it.

5. The way to recommend these amendments to Parliament depends on which stage of the Constitutional drafting process the government is at.
   a. If you are in the Public Consultation phase, you may present the amendments during the consultation.
   b. If it is after the public consultation phase but before the adoption of the Constitution, you may send the recommendation to the Constitutional Committee Secretariat as a public submission.
   c. If the Constitution has already been passed, you will need to lobby for:
      - at least ten MPs of a Federal Member State; or
      - a Minister
      to introduce the amendment in Parliament. To begin this process, who should present the report and the amendment to any MPs or a Minister who you think will be sympathetic to the objective of the amendment.

6. Mobilise women, human rights activists, CSOs and other sympathetic members of the population to lobby for the acceptance of the amendments by Parliament, and to vote for them in a referendum if they are so accepted.

In advocating for these amendments to be made, the following dates are relevant.\textsuperscript{134}

\textsuperscript{134} Each of these dates are taken from the ‘Roadmap for Somalia Constitutional Implementation & Review Process’.

- **August – December 2013**: Review Commission is to hold Public Consultations with relevant stakeholders, including women’s groups. CSOs should participate in these consultations and use them to promote the recommended amendments. Ensure that women’s groups have a prominent place in these consultations to guarantee their continued representation in the next stages of the negotiation process.

- **December 2013 - January 2014**: More advanced Public Consultations will be held with invited representatives on certain issues, to ensure continuity in the ways those issues are addressed. Ensure that women’s organisations are involved in this process.

- **January – December 2014**: Throughout 2014, the Constitutional Committee Secretariat will be collating recommendations received from the Public Consultations, as well as public submissions, to put into a report to be received by the Oversight Committee. If there is anything from the amendment recommendations submitted by civil society that is not included in the report then the organisations responsible should send those same recommendations to the Secretariat as a public submission.

- **June 2015 - early 2016**: Voters will need to register to participate in the referendum on the constitution during this time. The government or civil society should announce and publicise a “Women’s Registration Day” to encourage women to vote on the final constitution.

Any amendments that are not made through the formal negotiation progress may still be made through the Parliament. Processes to amend the constitution can only be initiated by a Federal or State government, represented by a Minister, a Member of Parliament or citizen’s petition containing at
least 40000 signatures. It is suggested that the most effective strategy to propose amendments to the current constitution will be through a sympathetic Member of Parliament. In this case, the current Deputy Minister of Justice is proposed. The strategy for proposing these amendments is described above. All other recommendations are outlined in more detail below.

5.1.1 Gender quotas

**Constitutionally mandate 30% gender quotas:**

1. Amend Art 64(2) to state that 83 of the 275 Members of the House of the People shall be reserved for women. A list of candidates to fill these positions will be issued by a joint assembly composed of elders and members of Executive Committees of women’s organisations at the local and national level.

2. Amend Art 72 to state that 18 of the 54 members of the Upper House will be reserved for women; one from each of the regions that existed in Somalia by 1991. A list of candidates for these positions shall be issued by a joint assembly composed of members of local governments, elders and members of Executive Committees of women’s groups from within the region.

3. Amend Art 109A(2) to expand the Judicial Services Committee from 9 to 11 members, and insert a subsection requiring that the additional two members must be chosen from national women’s organisations.

4. Amend 109A to include a subsection which requires that the Judicial Services Committee appoint people with the objective of the progressive realisation of the 30% quota.

5. Write an explanation for the quota, based on the assessment of experts that a “critical mass” is needed to ensure the influence of women, and the support of the 30% goal for Parliaments worldwide by the UN Economic and Social Council and the United Nations Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action. Include this explanation in the report to be attached to the draft constitution.

It is noted that the Garowe II Principles mandate that 30% of seats in parliament must be reserved for women. This commitment, however, has not been implemented in practice. This principle is also in danger of being removed at the political whim of future legislatures. The requirement in Article 5 that women be represented “in an effective manner” in all branches of government is too vague to be enforceable. It is therefore suggested that the gender quota system be mandated and explained in detail in the constitution, rather than being left to the Parliament to
implement. The 2016 Vision Conference held in March 2013 committed again to institutionalising gender equality in all government institutions. A gender quota is the best way to ensure that this happens in reality.\(^\text{135}\)

The experiences of other jurisdictions with a quota system illustrate the need for laws that specify in more detail how the system is to work. In Kenya, for example, where the constitution mandates a quota system but does not describe how it is to be implemented, the male dominated party has yet to pass laws which give it effect. A recommendation for the enactment of legislation providing for the implementation of the quota system is therefore contained in the section on recommended legislation below.

Unfortunately, Article 5 cannot be amended, as it is stated in Article 132 of the provisional constitution that no amendment to the Founding Principles in Chapter 1 may be considered. It is possible, however, to provide for the mechanics of a gender quota in the House of the People and the Upper house in the Articles specifically relating to the composition of those bodies, as suggested above. Describing the mechanics of how such a system is to work in practice renders it unlikely that Parliament will be able to ignore, defer, misinterpret or deliberately pass legislation which is ineffective in enforcing the quota, as has been the case in Kenya.

The Federal Government of Somalia is currently undertaking discussions on how its voting system will function in practice. It is therefore too early to decide how the quota will fit within the system that is eventually agreed upon. However, it is suggested that the constitution mandate that separate joint assemblies are created for the appointment of female candidates, which include members of Executive Committees of women’s groups at national and local levels. This is the stipulated by the constitution of Rwanda, where the quota system works extremely effectively. The manner in which these candidates will be voted for by the public must be concluded at a later date.

It is also recommended that the constitution provide for a gender quota to be implemented within the judiciary. This will give women the ability to influence the interpretation of the law, providing a greater opportunity for the implementation of gender equality within a Sharia framework. However, given the lack of female lawyers currently within the country, it is realistic to require that the quota be achieved progressively.

5.1.2 Rights that Address Specific Gender Issues

Draft provisions that explicitly protect women in the following areas:

1. Inheritance:
   • Amend Art 26 to include a provision stating that the descendants of deceased persons holding interest in land shall be entitled to that land, subject to a valid will.

2. Land rights:
   • Amend Act 26 (1) to read, ‘Every person has the right to own, use, enjoy, sell, and transfer property (a) of any description, and (b) in any part of Somalia.
   • Amend Art 43 to include a provision which provides that gender discrimination in law, customs and practices related to the ability to own and control land and property must be eliminated.

3. Citizenship rights:
   • Amend Art 21 to specifically provide that both genders hold equal rights to citizenship and are equally able to transfer their citizenship to their

\(^{135}\) Above n 134, p 3.
children.

4. **Reproductive Healthcare:**
   - Amend Art 27(2) to specifically include reproductive healthcare.’

5. **Equal Parental Responsibility:**
   - Amend Art 28 to state that every child is entitled to parental care and protection, and that includes ‘an equal responsibility of the mother and the father to provide for the child, whether they are married to each other or not.’

6. **Equality of both partners to a marriage:**
   - Amend Art 28 to state that parties to a marriage are entitled to equal rights at the time of the marriage, during the marriage and at the dissolution of the marriage.
   - Amend Art 28 to state that marriages concluded under any tradition or system of law are recognised.

7. **Right to refuse to undergo, perform or witness cultural practices:**
   - Draft a provision which states that no person may compel another person to perform, observe or undergo any cultural practice or rite.

8. **Dignity of women**
   - Amend Article 16 to state that laws, customs or traditions that are against the dignity, welfare or interests of women or which undermine their status are prohibited.

The passing of each of these amendments will require significant lobbying with religious leaders and a structured engagement in *ijithad* in order to be able to pass. Religious leaders should be approached to formulate progressive interpretations of sharia in relation to each of the above issues, and in particular of women’s inheritance, land, marriage and parental rights.

The most gender sensitive constitutions contain a charter of rights that is not only objectively comprehensive, but which also responds to specific challenges historically faced by that country’s women. Somalia’s provisional constitution does this in several respects, but most notably in relation to the prohibition of FGM, SGBV, sexual harassment and discrimination in the workplace. However, Somali women have also faced challenges similar to those experienced in Kenya and Rwanda relating to the denial of the rights contained above. The suggestion that the Somali constitution emulates Kenya’s strong protections of women’s land rights and the Rwandese constitution’s quota system, for example, are very important in the context of protecting women’s rights within both Sharia and customary legal frameworks.

5.1.3 **Interpretation of Rights, Including How to Apply Customary and Sharia Law**

Ensure that Somali judiciaries interpret the rights contained in the Constitution and other legislation as expansively as possible by amending Article 40 to provide:

1. When interpreting the rights set out in this Chapter, a court:
   a. must promote the values that underlie an open and democratic society based on human dignity, equality and freedom;
   b. must consider international law; and
   c. may consider foreign law, though it is not bound to follow these decisions.

2. When interpreting any legislation, and when developing the customary law, a court must apply the law in a manner that is consistent with the constitution and which does not violate human rights or offend public decency.

3. The recognition of the fundamental rights set out in this Chapter does not
deny the existence of any other rights that are recognized or conferred by Sharia or legislation to the extent that they are consistent with the Constitution.

The possibility that the rights enshrined in the constitution or contained in other legislation may be restrictively interpreted by judiciaries or Parliaments is a commonly cited concern. The provisional constitution goes some way towards addressing this by providing that the court ‘may’ consider international law. However, in order to guarantee the highest standard of protection for Somali citizens, it is suggested that courts are mandated to consider both international law and ‘the values that underlie an open and democratic society based on human dignity, equality and freedom’, as stipulated in the South African constitution.

The discussion regarding the scope of the adoption of Sharia law between the judiciary and the Ministry of Justice is ongoing. Currently, Sharia is the primary form of law used in family and personal matters, but it is anticipated that the role of Sharia may increase under the new system. It is recommended that this increase in the reach of Sharia law is made subject to the condition that it remains consistent with the constitution. This will prevent the adoption of laws that have a limiting effect on the rights of women.

The third clause suggested above is adjusted from the current Somali constitution. The suggested article is in line with the Constitution’s deference to Sharia law, and encourages progressive interpretation of such laws by referring only to the ‘rights’ conferred by Sharia. However, the clause has been amended to exclude reference to customary law, which should not be used to override the rights guaranteed in this chapter.

### 3.1.4 Onus on State to Provide Certain Rights

Develop the constitution to contain positive obligations on the state to enforce the rights of women in the following ways:

1. Amend Article 39 to provide that the state ‘has a duty to enact legislation providing for adequate procedures for the redress of violations of human rights.’

2. Amend Article 27(4) to provide that the state ‘has a duty to take measures to achieve the progressive realisation’ of the rights contained in the Article (rather than simply imposing a duty on the state not to interfere in the enjoyment of those rights).

3. Amend Article 11 to provide that the state ‘has a duty to enact legislation to prohibit discrimination of the type described in ss (2) and (3), and to take measures, including affirmative action, to address such discrimination’.

4. Amend Articles 15, 24 and 28 to provide that the state ‘has a duty to enact legislation to enforce’ the rights enshrined in those sections.

5. Amend Article 30 to provide that the state ‘shall devise and implement effective programmes for balancing and promoting education for women and girls’.

6. The changes suggested for Arts 21, 25, 26, 27 and 30, above, and the suggested Article providing no person may compel another to perform or undergo any cultural practice should also have provisions added to give the state a duty to enact legislation to achieve the realisation of those rights.
The Somali provisional constitution guarantees extensive civil, political, economic, social, cultural and environmental rights. Nevertheless, it is suggested that the document be amended to place the onus on the state to guarantee those rights in all areas, rather than simply bestowing them on the citizen. Most of the suggestions above are taken from the Kenyan and South African constitutions. The South African constitution is notable in that it places obligations on the state even in regards to economic, social and cultural rights. It provides that the government must take measures to achieve the “progressive realisation” of rights to housing, healthcare, including reproductive healthcare, food, water and social security. In 2002, the High Court ordered the Department of Health to remove restrictions on HIV treatments, proving that the constitutional provision requiring the state to provide such rights can be effectively enforced.

The Somali constitution does contain positive obligations of the state in some areas. It provides, for example, that mother and child care is the ‘legal duty of the state,’ suggesting that the state may be prosecuted for failing to provide maternal and reproductive healthcare to people in need. In a general sense, Article 39(1) provides that the law ‘shall provide for adequate procedures for the redress of violations of human rights’, Article 27(4) states that economic, social and cultural rights shall not be ‘subject to the interference of the state’, and Article 11(4) allows for the possibility of affirmative action policies to be implemented. Article 27 also requires that women and other historical victims of discrimination ‘get the necessary support to realize their socio-economic rights.’

The duty on the state in regards to these rights should be worded more strongly to give the state the obligation to pass laws for the protection of both civil and political rights, the progressive realisation for economic, social and cultural rights, and the implementation of affirmative action laws. Further, an obligation should be placed on Parliament to pass laws in other areas important for the protection and promotion of women, as suggested above.

5.1.5 Relationship with International Law

Ensure Parliament and the Judiciary are bound by international law by including an Article which provides that:

- All ratified treaties shall be automatically imported into domestic law and will have higher authority than domestic laws, other than the constitution.

The constitution provides that the courts may consider international law when interpreting its Bill of Rights, but does not require them to do so, and does not automatically include international law into

---
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its domestic legal framework. It is recommended that a provision is included to automatically incorporate the tenets of ratified international treaties and international customary law into Somalia’s domestic legal system, and to give those laws higher authority than domestic legislation.

5.1.6 Gender Commission

Promote gender equality within the Constitutional Commissions and create a separate Gender Commission:

1. Amend Article 111 to state that:
   • In all commissions, no less than 30% of appointees must be female.

2. Expand the bodies listed in Article 111 to include a Gender Commission, with responsibilities including the following:
   • To provide a vehicle for the cooperation of women in national and local governments, and between women in government and women in civil society;
   • To monitor and supervise on a permanent basis compliance with principles of gender equality in relevant laws, policies and government activities, especially those relating to development;
   • To submit to various organs recommendations aimed at improving gender equality in their composition, activities and objectives.

5.1.7 Gender equality within the Truth and Reconciliation Commission

Ensure female representation on the Truth and Reconciliation Commission by amending Article 111I to include the following:

- (2)(a) No less than 30% of appointees to the Truth and Reconciliation Commission must be female.
- (3) The Truth and Reconciliation Commission will hold specialised hearings on the unique human rights abuses faced by women.

Women have faced distinct challenges and human rights abuses throughout the conflict period, including increased risk of displacement and being targets of SGBV. The South African experience indicates that these uniquely female experiences risk being ignored or downplayed in the reconciliation process. At present, the provisional constitution directs that the Truth and Reconciliation Commission shall be comprised of traditional elders and leaders, members of the Federal Parliament, respected members of civil society, judges and security personnel. This would result in an extremely male-dominated Commission.

It is therefore recommended that Article 111I is amended to ensure that women’s issues are fully addressed in the reconciliation process and that women are equally represented on the commission.
5.2 Ratification of International and Regional Conventions

The Somali executive should:

- Ratify the Convention on the Rights of the Child
- Accede to the Convention on the Elimination of all forms of Discrimination Against Women
- Accede to the Maputo Protocol
- Accede to the Rome Statute

5.3 Suggested Legislation and Policies

The following section contains suggestions on the following three issues:

1. How the Somali Parliament can develop its capacity for drafting legislation;
2. Which laws the Parliament should concentrate on developing and passing to protect the rights of women; and
3. Which policies the Somali government should concentrate on developing and passing to protect the rights of women.

5.3.1 Improvement in Legislation Drafting Capabilities

The Somali Parliament should develop its legislative drafting capabilities in order to draft and propose laws including those suggested below.

- A committee on drafting comprised of Somali and international experts should be established to train interested Somali MPs on the drafting of legislation.
- The committee should prepare an Action Plan for drafting and proposal of legislation.
- This training should proceed on an ad hoc basis. MPs wishing to propose legislation to protect the rights of women should participate in the training before developing and proposing a draft Bill to be discussed by Parliament.

5.3.2 Suggested Legislation

The Somali Parliament should pass the following laws:

- Sexual Offence Act
- Quota System Act
- Land Inheritance Act
- Protection Against Domestic Violence Act
- Workplace Equality Act

Given the prevalence of SGBV violence in Somalia and the weakness of the laws currently in place to address it, the most important law to push for is the Sexual Offences Act. However, it is recognised that this this may be one of the most difficult to advocate for.

In this respect, Somali activists and women’s groups may take from the experiences of their counterparts in Kenya, whose campaign to pass the Sexual Offences Act was difficult and protracted, but ultimately successful.

- The Sexual Offences Act should:
  - Establish rape as a discreet crime, rather than categorising it as an ‘unnatural offence’, carrying a minimum sentence of ten years imprisonment;
  - Criminalise gang rape;
  - Criminalise marital rape;
  - Criminalise all other sexual offences, including sexual assault, sexual harassment, defilement, sexual offences relating to children, trafficking for sexual exploitation, deliberate transmission of HIV or any other life threatening STD/I, etc.
- A prohibition on adducing evidence as to character and previous sexual history of the victim in defending a rape allegation.
- Guidelines as to burden of proof and assessment of evidence.

Another important law to pass as soon as possible is legislation providing for the implementation of the quota system. However, this law can only be passed after a conclusion has been reached about the manner in which the public will vote for Members of Parliament in Somalia.

- The Quota System Act should create a mechanism which ensures the quota system is enforced in practice.

Other laws to advocate for include those listed below. These laws are listed in order of those that are most likely to pass first, judging by the experience of other countries.

- A Land Inheritance Act, which:
  - Includes women in the process of land access, acquisition and control, regardless of their marital status
  - Provides for equal ownership of land between husband and wife
  - Allows women and girls to inherit customary land
  - Specifically prohibits discrimination based on gender in matters relating to ownership or possession of rights over land

- A Protection Against Domestic Violence Act, which:
  - Criminalises sexual abuse within the family
  - Criminalises all forms of violence against women, including threats of physical violence
  - Prohibits economic abuse, defined as one person controlling the finances of another or disposing of property to which they have an interest without their permission
  - Prohibits emotional abuse, defined as degrading or humiliating behaviour

- A Workplace Equality Act, which:
  - Prohibits discrimination in the workplace
  - Prohibits sexual harassment in the workplace
  - Establishes affirmative action policies in public workplaces

---

How Bills may be introduced and debated in the Somali Federal Parliament

However, debate on suggested Constitutional amendments can only be initiated by the House of the People.
• Amendments to the law prohibiting FGM, which provide for criminal sentences both for those who carry out FGM and those who fail to report its practice.

5.3.3 Suggested Policies

Draft gender-sensitive policies to be presented to the Executive, including:

• A National Gender Policy, including a section on the implementation of Resolution 1325;
• A Gender Violence Policy;
• A Gender Mainstreaming and Institutional Capacity Development Program;
• An Economic Empowerment Policy

It is encouraging that the Somali government has a roadmap in place for the creation of a National Gender Policy. As well as the actions and objectives listed in the current Roadmap, it is suggested that the National Policy include:

- Gender Focal Points in every government department to ensure that they are operating according to the principles of gender equality;
- Provisions for the progressive realisation of a system in which every expenditure made by the government is assessed to ensure compliance with the principles of gender equality.

The current Roadmap stipulates that the national policy should respond to UN Security Council Resolution 1325. It is recommended that this part of the policy include action to:

- Support women’s peacebuilding initiatives;
- Increase women’s role and visibility in conflict resolution and peacebuilding endeavours;
- Prevent and prosecute SGBV;
- Take into account the particular needs of women and girls in conflict, refugee camps and settlements.

Other recommended policies are listed below. Several of these policies below may be practically implemented by civil society, but with the support of the government.

• A Gender Violence Policy, which includes:
  - Working with CSOs and/or the UN to provide training for police and security forces, both on gender sensitivity in conducting their affairs and how to respond to allegations of incidents of SGBV;
  - Working with CSOs to support the pre-existing one stop centres for SGBV survivors with medical, psychosocial and legal support;
  - Establishing SGBV and child protection committees within local governments;
  - Establishing gender desks and free hotlines at all police stations and military and security headquarters;
  - Working with CSOs to form a men’s association tasked with sensitising the male population to SGBV.

• A Gender Mainstreaming and Institutional Capacity Development Program, which includes strategies to:
  - Raise awareness of gender issues amongst the population;
  - Provide training for government workers in gender mainstreaming;
  - Assistance and funding made available for CSOs working on women’s issues.
• An Economic Empowerment Policy, which includes:
  - A focus on empowering the most vulnerable, including women;
  - Microfinance programs which include the economic empowerment of women as a key objective.

5.4 Capacity Building for Women’s Groups

The Somali Parliament should work with CSOs and the UN to increase the capacity of women’s groups by:

• Establishing a cross party caucus of female parliamentarians to work together on issues of common importance to women;
• Establishing a body, or using the Gender Commission, to coordinate the activities of women in local governments and customary structures;
• Establishing a national Gender Cluster to coordinate meetings and projects between women in government, civil society and the private sector;
• Approaching the UN and CSOs to provide grants for women’s groups making a positive and tangible contribution to the rights of women in Somalia.

As noted in section four, the examined countries have been the most successful in pushing for gender reform where women’s groups have been well-organised and well-resourced, and where their efforts have been coordinated across governmental and civil society levels.

There is currently a vibrant network of women’s groups functioning across all sectors of Somali society. Many of these groups already have strong connections with both the Somali government and international development partners. Somali Women’s Agenda (SWA) was established in 2007 as a platform for women’s organisations and activists.¹⁴⁰ This umbrella organisation is therefore well placed to be the focus for programs that link CSOs with government bodies. In this respect, inspiration may be taken from the National Gender Cluster and the Women’s Council in Rwanda.

6. Conclusion

Somali women face many of the same challenges as women in Rwanda, South Africa, Kenya, Djibouti and Malaysia. Somali MPs can learn from the experiences of these nations when pushing for reform. None of the examined societies changed instantaneously and all continue to face obstacles in the progression towards true gender equality. However, all of them have begun the gradual progression towards lasting change.

The current transitional nature of the Somalia’s political and constitutional system provides a rare opportunity to change the country’s direction in the field of women’s rights. The recommendations contained in this report will enable Somali Parliamentarians to begin the process of developing legal, governmental and social institutions to embrace principles of gender equality and commit to the practical realisation of all rights for all Somali citizens.
ANNEX 1  Full list of provisions in the Somali constitution relating to women

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role of Islam</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Article 2- State and Religion</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1) Islam is the religion of the State.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) No religion other than Islam can be propagated in the country.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) No law can be enacted that is not compliant with the general principles and objectives of Shari’ah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Art 4</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1) After the Shari’ah, the Constitution of the Federal Republic of Somalia is the supreme law of the country. It binds the government and guides policy initiatives and decisions in all sections of government.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Art 40</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) When interpreting the rights in the Constitution, the court may consider Shariah, international law and decisions of courts in other countries, though it is not bound to follow these decisions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4) The recognition of the fundamental rights set out in this Chapter does not deny the existence of any other rights that are recognized or conferred by Shari’ah, or by customary law or legislation to the extent that they are consistent with the Shari’ah and the Constitution.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specific References to Women/Gender Rights</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Article 5- Founding Principles</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A5 (5) Women must be included, in an effective way, in all national institutions, in particular all elected and appointed positions across the three branches of government and in national independent commissions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Article 10- Human Dignity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1) Human dignity is given by God to every human being, and this is the basis for all human rights.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Human dignity is inviolable and must be protected by all.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) State power must not be exercised in a manner that violates human dignity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Article 11- Equality</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1) All citizens, regardless of sex, religion, social or economic status, political opinion, clan, disability, occupation, birth or dialect shall have equal rights and duties before the law.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Discrimination is deemed to occur if the effect of an action impairs or restricts a person’s rights, even if the actor did not intend this effect.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) The State must not discriminate against any person on the basis of age, race, colour, tribe, ethnicity, culture, dialect, gender, birth, disability, religion, political opinion, occupation, or wealth.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Article 15- Liberty and Security of the Person</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Every person has the right to personal security, and this includes: the prohibition of illegal detention, all forms of violence, including any form of violence against women, torture, or inhumane treatment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4) Female circumcision is a cruel and degrading customary practice, and is tantamount to torture. The circumcision of girls is prohibited.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5) Abortion is contrary to Shari’ah and is prohibited except in cases of necessity, especially to save the life of the mother.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Article 24- Labour</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5) All workers, particularly women, have a special right of protection from sexual abuse, segregation and discrimination in the work place. Every labour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Article 27-Economic and Social Rights</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Article 28-Family Care | (2) Mother and child care is a legal duty of the State.  
(3) Every child has the right to care from their parents, including education and instruction.  
(5) A marriage shall not be legal without the free consent of both the man and the woman, or if either party has not reached the age of maturity. |
| General Rights |  |
| Article 13-Right to Life | Everyone has the right to life |
| Article 14-Slavery, Servitude and Forced Labour | A person may not be subjected to slavery, servitude, trafficking or forced labour for any purposes. |
| Article 16-Freedom of Association | Every person has the right to associate with other individuals and groups. |
| Article 17-Freedom of Religion and Belief | Every person is free to practice his/her religion. |
| Article 18-Freedom of Expression and Opinion | Every person has the right to have and express their opinions. |
| Article 20-Freedom of Assembly, Demonstration, Protest and Petition | Every person has the right to organise and participate in meetings and to demonstrate and protest peacefully without requiring prior authorisation. |
| Article 21-Freedom of Movement and Residence | (1) Every person lawfully residing within the territory of the Federal Republic of Somalia has the right to freedom of movement, freedom to choose their residence, and freedom to leave the country.  
(2) Every citizen has the right to enter and to remain in the country, and has the right to a passport. |
| Article 22-Rights of Political Participation | (1) Every citizen has the right to take part in public affairs. This right includes:  
(a) The right to form political parties and to participate in the activities of political parties; and  
(b) The right to be elected for any position within a political party.  
(2) Every citizen who fulfils the criteria stated in the law has the right to elect and to be elected. |
(3) The rights stated in Paragraph (1) and (2) shall be exercised in accordance with this Constitution and a law enacted by the Federal Parliament.

**Article 23. Freedom of Trade, Occupation, and Profession**

Every citizen has the right to choose their trade, occupation or profession freely.

**Article 25. Environment**

(1) Every person has the right to an environment that is not harmful to their health and well-being, and to be protected from pollution and harmful materials.
(2) Every person has the right to have a share of the natural resources of the country, whilst being protected from excessive and damaging exploitation of these natural resources.

**Article 26. Property**

(1) Every person has the right to own, use, enjoy, sell, and transfer property.
(2) The state may compulsorily acquire property only if doing so is in the public interest. Any person whose property has been acquired in the name of the public interest has the right to just compensation from the State as agreed by the parties or decided by a court.

**Article 27. Economic and Social Rights**

(1) Every person has the right to clean potable water.
(2) Every person has the right to healthcare, and no one may be denied emergency healthcare for any reason, including lack of economic capability.
(3) Every person has the right to full social security.
(4) Every person has the right to protect, pursue, and achieve the fulfilment of the rights recognised in this Article, in accordance with the law, and without interference from the state or any other party.
(5) It shall be ensured that women, the aged, the disabled and minorities who have long suffered discrimination get the necessary support to realize their socio-economic rights.

**Article 30- Education**

(1) Education is a basic right for all Somali citizens.
(2) Every citizen shall have the right to free education up to secondary school.

**Article 32. Right of Access to Information**

(1) Every person has the right of access to information held by the state.
(2) Every person has the right of access to any information that is held by another person which is required for the exercise or protection of any other just right.
(3) Federal Parliament shall enact a law to ensure the right of access to information.

**Article 33. Just Administrative Decisions**

Every person has the right to administrative decisions that are lawful, reasonable and conducted in a procedurally fair manner.

**Article 34. Access to Courts and Legal Defence**

(1) Every person is entitled to file a legal case before a competent court.
(2) Every person has the right to a fair public hearing by an independent and impartial court or tribunal, to be held within a reasonable time, and to determine:
(a) Any question of civil rights and obligations; or
(b) Any criminal charge.
(3) Every person is entitled to defend him or herself from the case he or she is party to, whatever the level or stage of the proceedings may be.
(4) The state shall provide free legal defence to the people who do not have the means of doing so themselves.
(5) The state shall provide free legal defence to individuals or communities if they are legally pursuing the public interest

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Article 39, Redress of Violations of Human Rights</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) The law shall provide for adequate procedures for redress of violations of human rights.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Redress of violations of human rights must be available in courts that the people can readily access.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) A person or organization may go to court to protect the rights of others who are unable to do so for themselves</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Independent Commissions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Article 11B- Human Rights Commission</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>There shall be a Human Rights Commission that shall be mandated to:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a) Promote respect of human rights, and the culture of human rights;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) Promote the protection, development, and attainment of human rights; and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) Monitor and assess the observance of the conduct of human rights in the Federal Republic of Somalia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Article 11D Parliamentary Service Commission</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) At the beginning of the term of the House of the People, both Houses of the Federal Parliament shall establish a Parliamentary Service Commission serving for the term of the House of the People.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) The Parliamentary Service Commission shall consist of:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a) The Speaker of the House of the People as chairperson;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) The Speaker of the Upper House as vice-chairperson;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) Four (4) members elected by the House of the People from among its members, of whom at least two (2) shall be women;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d) Two (2) members elected by the Upper House from among its members, of whom at least one shall be a woman;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Article 111J. The Office of the Ombudsman</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Ombudsman shall:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a) Investigate complaints regarding allegations or outright violations against basic rights and freedoms, abuse of power, unfair behaviour, mercilessness, lack of clemency, indiscipline or disrespect towards a person that lives in Somalia by an officer who works at the various levels of government, an apparently unfair behaviour, or act in a corrupt manner, or a behaviour by an officer deemed as illegal by a democratic society or regarded as mischief or injustice</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**ANNEX II  ** Provisions in the Djibouti constitution relevant to women

| General | • Art 1: The state shall ensure the equality of all citizens before the law, without distinction as to sex.  
• Art 5: Universal suffrage  
• Art 6: Political parties may not identify themselves on the basis of sex |
| Enshrined Human Rights | **Equality clause** | • Art 10: All people are equal before the law |
|  | **Rights against abuse** | • Art 16: No one shall be subjected to torture or to inhuman, cruel or degrading treatment or punishment |
|  | **Property rights** | • Art 12: Right of all people to private property |
| Structural Protections | **International law** | • Art 37: All ratified treaties shall be automatically imported into domestic law and will have higher authority than domestic laws, other than the Constitution |
| Human Rights Bodies | | • Constitutional Council (shall ensure compliance with the Constitution) |

**ANNEX III  ** Provisions in the Kenyan constitution relevant to women

| General | Commitment to protecting the individual and the family, and to ‘values of human rights, equality… social justice and the rule of law’. |
| Enshrined Human Rights | **Obligations of the State** | • Art 21(3): all state organs and all public officers must address the needs of vulnerable groups, including women.  
• Art 27(4): The State may not discriminate; (6): the State must put in place measures including affirmative action to address discrimination against women; (7): the state ensures that not more than two-thirds of members of elective/appointive bodies will be the same gender |
|  | **Equality clause** | • Art 27(3): Guarantees gender equality in political, economic and social spheres.  
• Art 45: guarantees equality of partners in a marriage no matter what system of marriage |
|  | **Rights against abuse** | • Art 29: Right to freedom and security of the person, which includes the right not to be (c) subjected to any form of violence from private or public sources; (d) subjected to physical/psychological torture |
|  | **Land/property rights** | • Art 40: Right to acquire and own property- (a) of any description; and (b) in any part of Kenya |
|  | **Reproductive rights** | • Art 43: Right to healthcare, including reproductive healthcare  
• Art 26: Abortion is prohibited unless life or health of mother is in danger |
|  | **Other rights** | • Art 38: Guarantees all political rights  
• Art 44: A person shall not compel another person to
perform, observe or undergo any cultural practice or rite.
- Art 53(1): Right of every child to parental care, which includes equal responsibility of the mother and the father.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Limitation of equality right</th>
<th>• Art 25(4): Provisions on equality will be qualified to the extent ‘strictly necessary’ for application of Sharia law</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| Structural Protections       | • Arts 81, 97, 98, 152, 175: Establishes quota for parliament and federal and local executives |
|                            | • Art 91: All political parties must promote gender equality                                            |
|                            | • Art 100: Parliament must enact legislation to protect certain groups, including women                |
|                            | • Art 171, 172: Judicial Service Commission (who appoints judiciary) must consist of half women and half men and must be guided by principles of gender equality |
|                            | • Art 232: Values of the public service include providing equal appointments for women                  |

| Government representation   | • Art 1 (4): Any law, including customary law, that is inconsistent with this Constitution is void      |
|                            | • Art 170: Upholds jurisdiction of Khadi courts for Muslims in personal and family law matters         |
|                            | • Art 1(5) and (6): The general rules of international law and ratified treaties shall form part of domestic law |

| Relationship with customary law | • Arts 13-15: Protects citizenship of all Kenyans                                                   |
| Relationship with Sharia law   | • Art 60: Land in Kenya must be managed equitably, and ‘gender discrimination in law, customs and practices related to land and property in land’ must be eliminated |
|                               | • Art 68: Parliament must enact legislation to protect the dependants of deceased persons holding interests in land |
|                               | • Art 73: leaders must be chosen on basis of personal integrity and cannot behave improperly          |

| International law            | • The Commission for the Implementation of the Constitution                                           |
|                             | • The National Gender and Equality Commission                                                        |
|                             | • The Kenya National Human Rights Commission                                                          |
|                             | • The Commission of Administrative Justice                                                             |

| Regulation                   | • Art 59(2): “The functions of the newly established Human Rights and Equality Commission include... to promote gender equality and equity generally and to coordinate and facilitate gender mainstreaming...” |
|                             | • Art 250(12): The Chairperson and vice-chairperson of a commission shall not be of the same gender.  |
### ANNEX IV  Provisions in the Rwandan constitution relevant to women

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>General</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Para 9: Reaffirms adherence to human rights enshrined in, inter alia:</td>
<td>UDHR, ICCPR, ICESCR, CEDAW, CRC, Banjul Charter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Para 10: Commits to ‘ensuring equal rights between Rwandans and</td>
<td>between women and men’.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enshrined Human Rights(^{141})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Obligations of the State</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Art 10: Duty of state to respect, protect and defend the human person</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Equality clause</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Art 11: Prohibits discrimination between people on any basis,</td>
<td>including sex.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Art 16: Right to equality before the law.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Art 37: Right to equal pay for equal work.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rights against abuse</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Art 15: Gives people right to physical and mental integrity and</td>
<td>prohibits physical abuse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Property rights</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Art 29: Right of all people to private property</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other rights</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Art 45: Right to participate in government</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural Protections</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Government representation</strong>(^{142})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Art 9: Establishes a quota system by which ‘women are granted at</td>
<td>least 30% of posts in decision making organs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Art 76: Explains how the quota system is to work</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Relationship with customary law</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Art 51, 201: The State has the duty to safeguard cultural traditions</td>
<td>practices so long as they do not conflict with human rights,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Supersedes domestic laws, other than the Constitution</td>
<td>public order and good morals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International law</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Art 190: ratified treaties form part of Rwandan law and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizenship</strong>(^{143})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Art 7: Protects citizenship of all Rwandese</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Art 8: Establishes universal suffrage</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Rights Bodies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• National Commission for Human Rights</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The Office of the Ombudsman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The Gender Monitoring Office</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{141}\) Rwanda Constitution, Title II, Chapter I
\(^{142}\) Rwanda Constitution, Title I, Chapter I
\(^{143}\) Rwanda Constitution, Title I, Chapter I
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### ANNEX V  Provisions in the South African constitution relevant to women

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>General 144</th>
<th>Founding values include:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Human dignity, equality and human rights and freedoms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Non-racialism and non-sexism</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Enshrined Human Rights</th>
<th>Obligations of the State</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• S9(2): The state may take measures to advance people who have been discriminated against.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• (3): The state may not unfairly discriminate directly or indirectly against anyone on grounds including gender, sex, pregnancy, marital status and sexual orientation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• (4): Legislation must be enacted to prevent or prohibit unfair discrimination.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• S26 &amp; 27(2), s29(1)(b): The state must take measures to achieve the progressive realisation of rights to: housing, healthcare (including reproductive healthcare), food and water, social security and education.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Equality clause | • s9(1): Right to equality before the law and (2) enjoyment of all rights and freedoms; (3) the state and (4) individuals may not unfairly discriminate. |

| Rights against abuse | • S12(1): Rights against violence, torture and cruelty from public and private sources; (2): Right to bodily and psychological integrity, including rights: (a) to make decisions concerning reproduction; and (b) to security in and control over one’s body. |

| Property rights | • s 25: No arbitrary deprivation of property |

| Citizenship | • s 20: No citizen may be deprived of citizenship. |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Other rights</th>
<th>• s 26, 27, 29: Right to housing, healthcare services (including reproductive healthcare) food, water, welfare and education</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• s 34: Access to courts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Interpretation of rights | • Section 39: When interpreting the Bill of Rights, the Court (a) must promote the values of human dignity, equality and freedom; (b) must consider international law; and (c) may consider foreign law |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structural Protections</th>
<th>Government representation 145</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Section 46: The National Assembly electoral system should result in proportional representation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Relationship with customary law | • Section 211(3): The courts must apply customary law when that law is applicable, subject to the Constitution. |

| International | • S231(4): Ratified laws only become domestic law when |

---

144 South African Constitution, Chapter I: Founding Provisions
145 South African Constitution, Chapter IV
| Human Rights Bodies | • Human Rights Commission  
|                    | • Commission for Gender Equality  
|                    | • The Public Protector  
| Regulation        | • Section 193: Commissions should reflect broadly the race and gender composition of South Africa.  

### ANNEX VI  Provisions in the Malaysian constitution relevant to women

| Relationship with Islam | • Art 1: Islam is the religion of the Federation; but other religions may be practised in peace and harmony in any part of the Federation.  
|                        | • Art 74: Parliament may make laws with respect to the ‘ascertainment of Islamic law and other personal laws’  
| Equality clause        | • Art 8 (1): all persons are equal before the law  
|                        | • Art 8(2): no discrimination against citizens on the ground of... gender... in any law or in the appointment to any office or employment under a public authority or in the administration of any law relating to the acquisition, holding or disposition of property or the establishing or carrying on of any trade, business, profession, vocation or employment.  
| Property rights        | • Art 13: no person may be deprived of property without adequate compensation under a valid law  
| Other rights           | • Art 11: Freedom of religion |
ANNEX VII  Other Muslim majority countries considered for inclusion in this Guide

The below table illustrates countries that had been considered for inclusion in this Guide but were excluded for the reasons listed below. The primary reason is that there has been no practical implementation of the country’s gender equality framework, the constitution is only in draft form or the constitution provided for the separation of Church and State.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Reason for Exclusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Afghanistan</td>
<td>The constitution of Afghanistan prohibits discrimination on the basis of gender and provides for equality before the law. It also reserves 25% of the seats in the House of Representatives and 17% of the Senate for women. Despite these developments, enforcement of human rights is rare and opposition by traditionalist members of Parliament has allowed discriminatory Bills to pass into law, while blocking attempts to protect women. In addition, the constitution provides that courts may revert to the Hanafi school of Sharia law wherever the constitution is silent. A school of thought used by the Taliban to dramatically limit the freedoms of women and children.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egypt</td>
<td>At present, Egypt’s constitution is only in its draft stages. The most recent draft contained no provisions safeguarding the equality of women, referring to them only as ‘mothers’ and ‘caregivers’. No women were involved in the drafting process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>The guarantees to gender equality in Indonesia’s constitution are not enforced in practice. For example, Indonesian law provides that the husband must be the head of the household and allows for early marriages. Criminal Sharia law is practiced in Aceh, including the caning and stoning of women.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iraq</td>
<td>While Iraq’s constitution arguably marked a transition to democracy, most women within the country report that their freedoms have become more</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kyrgyzstan</td>
<td>LAW originally planned to include Kyrgyzstan in the report on the basis of its Muslim majority population and significant advances in the field of women’s rights. However, the Kyrgyz constitution provides for the separation of religion and State, giving Islam a subordinate position in comparison to the status it enjoys in Somalia.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pakistan</td>
<td>The Pakistani constitution prohibits discrimination on the basis of sex. In practice, however, Pakistan’s record in terms of enforcing women’s rights is extremely poor. In 2012, the Global Gender Gap Index rated Pakistan 134th out of 135 countries.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tunisia</td>
<td>Tunisia’s constitution is currently in draft form. Debates between the Islamist government and secular opposition are far from settled. It is unclear whether the constitution will provide for a secular or Sharia-based legal system and whether it will protect gender equality in its final draft.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>References towards Islam in the Turkish Constitution were removed in 1928. Today, Article 2 of the Constitution states that Turkey is a secular state.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

150 Above n 152 (Travis), p 26-28
151 World Economic Forum 2012, pp 10-11
154 Constitution of the Republic of Turkey, Article 2.
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